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A Denotational Model for Mobile Point-to-PointData-ow Networks with Channel SharingRadu Grosu, Ketil St�len, Manfred BroyInstitut f�ur Informatik, TU M�unchen, D-80290 M�unchenemail:grosu,stoelen,broy@informatik.tu-muenchen.deAbstractWe present a fully abstract, denotational model for mobile, timed, nondeter-ministic data-ow networks whose components communicate in a point-to-pointfashion. In this model components and networks of components are representedby sets of stream processing functions. Each stream processing function is requiredto be strongly pulse-driven and privacy preserving. A function is strongly pulse-driven if it is contractive with respect to the metric on streams. This propertyguarantees the existence of unique �x-points. The privacy preservation propertycan be thought of as an invariant speci�c to mobile point-to-point systems. Firstly,it guarantees that a function never accesses, depends on or forwards a port whosename it does not already know. Secondly, it guarantees that at the same point intime no port is known to more than two components, namely the sender and thereceiver. Our model allows the description of a wide variety of networks | in par-ticular, the description of unbounded nondeterministic networks. We demonstratesome features of our model by specifying a communication central.1 IntroductionOne of the most prominent theories for interactive computation is the theory of data-ownetworks. In this theory, an interactive system is represented by a network of autonomouscomponents which communicate solely by asynchronous transmission of messages viadirected channels.A very elegant model for static, deterministic data-ow networks, whose componentscommunicate in a point-to-point fashion, was given by Kahn in [Kah74]. Despite of itselegant foundation, this class of networks is, however, too restrictive for many practicalapplications. In this paper we extend Kahn's model in a number of ways.Firstly, contrary to Kahn, we model nondeterministic behavior. Like Park [Par83], Broy[Bro87] and Russell [Rus90], we represent nondeterministic data-ow networks by sets1



of stream processing functions. However, in contrast with [Par83] and Broy [Bro87], ourmodel is fully abstract. This is achieved, by considering only sets of functions which areclosed with respect to the external observations. The closure idea was used by Russell forthe same purpose. However, contrary to Russell, we use a timed model and a di�erentnotion of observation. This allows us to describe a considerably greater class of networks.In particular, we can describe unbounded nondeterministic networks. Moreover, sinceour model is fully abstract, we obviously avoid the expressiveness problem known as theBrock/Ackermann anomaly [BA81].Secondly, contrary to Kahn, we describe dynamically recon�gurable or mobile networks| networks in which every component may change its communication partners on thebasis of computation and interaction. The formal modeling of mobility has been avery popular research direction in recent years. However, most models published sofar have been formalized mainly in operational terms. Examples of such models arethe Actor Model [HBS73, AMST92], the �{Calculus [EN86, MPW92a, MPW92b], theChemical Abstract Machine [BB90], the Rewriting Logic [Mes91] and the Higher OrderCCS [Tho89]. On the contrary, our model gives a denotational formalization of mobility.As in the above models, this formalization is based on two assumptions. Firstly, portsare allowed to be passed between network components. Secondly, the components pre-serve privacy: their behaviors do not depend on ports they do not know. Although it iswell understood how to express privacy operationally, there is less denotational under-standing. Informally speaking, our solution is to require each stream processing functionto never receive on, send via or forward a port whose name \it does not already know".By \the ports it does not already know" we basically mean any port which is not in itsinitial interface, it has not already received and it has not already created itself. Anyport created by the function itself is assigned a \new" name taken from a set \private"to the component in question. This can be thought of as a privacy invariant satis�ed byany mobile system.In a companion paper [GS95a] we have shown how many-to-many communication can bemodeled in this setting. In this paper we concentrate on point-to-point communication.There are basically two di�erent variants of point-to-point communication. In the �rstcase, the sender and the receiver of a channel remain the same during the whole lifetimeof the channel. In the second case, the sender and the receiver of a channel may change.However, at any point in time a channel has not more than one sender and one receiver. Inthe �rst case there is no interference at all | two di�erent components cannot send alongthe same channel. In the second case only a restricted type of interference may occur| two di�erent components may send on the same channel, but never simultaneously.The advantage of the �rst alternative is its simplicity with respect to formal reasoningand understanding. The advantage of the second alternative is that many things can beexpressed more directly. In this paper we concentrate on the second alternative. The�rst alternative is investigated in [GS95b].Point-to-point communication is guaranteed by imposing local constraints on the way2



ports are communicated. Some readers may wonder why we at all �nd point-to-pointcommunication interesting. After all, point-to-point communication is only a specialcase of many-to-many communication. The main reason is that point-to-point commu-nication allows a tight control of channel interference. In a point-to-point model thedefault situation is no interference at all (in the same time unit). Interference is onlyintroduced via explicit fair merge components for those channels where this is desir-able. In a many-to-many model there is interference by default. The tight control ofinterference in a point-to-point setting simpli�es both speci�cation (programming) andformal reasoning. Thus, our interest in point-to-point communication is methodological:we want to combine the power of nondeterminism and mobility with the simplicity ofpoint-to-point reasoning.Although we could have formulated our semantics in a cpo context, we decided to baseit on the topological tradition of metric spaces [Niv82, dBZ82, AdBKR89]. Firstly, wewanted to understand the exact relationship between our approach and those based onmetric spaces. Secondly, the use of metric spaces seems more natural since our approachis based on in�nite streams, and since our pulse-drivenness constraint, guaranteeing theexistence of a unique �x-point, corresponds straightforwardly to contractivity.2 Basic NotionsWe model an interactive system by a network of autonomous components which com-municate via directed channels in a time-synchronous and message-asynchronous way.Time-synchrony is achieved by using a global clock splitting the time axis into discrete,equidistant time units. Message-asynchrony is achieved by allowing arbitrary, but �nitelymany messages to be sent along a channel in each time unit.2.1 Communication HistoriesWe model the communication histories of directed channels by in�nite streams of �nitestreams of messages. Each �nite stream represents the communication history within atime unit. The �rst �nite stream contains the messages received within the �rst timeunit, the second the messages received within the second time unit, and so on. Sincetime never halts, any complete communication history is in�nite.Let M be the set of all messages. Then [M�] is the set of all complete communicationhistories and (M�)� is the set of all partial communication histories1.In the introduction we anticipated that components are allowed to communicate ports.A port is a channel name together with an access right, which is either a read right,1For an arbitrary set S, by S� we denote the set of �nite streams over S, by [S] we denote the set ofin�nite streams over S, and by S! we denote S� [ [S]. See also the appendix.3



represented by ?, or a write right, represented by !. Let N be the set of all channel names,then ?N = f?n j n 2 Ng is the corresponding set of read ports and !N = f!n j n 2 Ngis the corresponding set of write ports. We also write ?!N for ?N [ !N . We assumethat ?!N � M . Let D be the set of all messages not contained in the set of ports, i.e.D =M n ?!N .Since ports are exchanged dynamically between network components, each componentcan potentially access any channel in N . For that reason we model the complete inputand output histories of a component by named stream tuples contained in N ! [M�].The partial ones are modeled by N ! (M�)�. In the sequel we will refer to namedstream tuples of these signatures as named communication histories. Thus each namedcommunication history assigns a communication history to each channel name in N .2.2 Pulse-Driven FunctionsA deterministic component is modeled by a stream processing functionf 2 (N ! [M�])! (N ! [M�])mapping complete named communication histories for its input channels to completenamed communication histories for its output channels.In accordance with the operational intuition, the functions process their input incremen-tally | at any point in the time, their output is not allowed to depend on future input.Functions satisfying this constraint are called weakly pulse-driven. If the output theyproduce in time unit t, is not only independent of future input, i.e. the input receivedat time t + 1 or later, but also of the input received during time unit t, then they arecalled strongly pulse-driven.De�nition 1 (Pulse-driven functions) A function f 2 (N ! [M�]) ! (N ! [M�])is weakly pulse-driven if8�; '; j : �#j = '#j ) f(�)#j = f(')#j;and strongly pulse-driven if8�; '; j : �#j = '#j ) f(�)#j+1 = f(')#j+1;where �#j represent the pre�x of � of length j. 2We use the arrow + for the set of strongly pulse-driven functions.Theorem 1 A stream processing function is strongly pulse-driven i� it is contractivewith respect to the metric of streams. A stream processing function is weakly pulse-driveni� it is non-expansive with respect to the metric of streams.Proof sketch: Straightforward. The metric of named stream-tuples is de�ned in theappendix. 24



2.3 SumThe sum operator takes two named communication histories as input and delivers their\union" as output. We de�ne both a partial \disjoint" sum and a total sum.De�nition 2 (Partial sum) Given two named stream tuples ';  2 (N ! [M�]) suchthat8i; n : '(i)(n) = � _  (i)(n) = �.We de�ne their partial sum '+  to denote the element of N ! [M�] such that for alli 2 N; n 2 N:('+  )(i)(n) = ( '(i)(n) if '(i)(n) 6= � (i)(n) if '(i)(n) = � 2Note that the partial sum has no syntactic conditions assuring its well-de�nedness. Wetherefore de�ne a total version '$+ . This simpli�es the use of the Banach's �xed pointtheorem. Totalisation is achieved by de�ning ('$+  )(i)(n) to be � if both '(i)(n) and (i)(n) are di�erent from �.De�nition 3 (Total sum) Given two named stream tuples ';  2 (N ! [M�]). Wede�ne the total sum '$+  to denote the element of N ! [M�] such that for all i 2N; n 2 N:('$+  )(i)(n) = 8><>:  (i)(n) if '(i)(n) = �'(i)(n) if '(i)(n) 6= � ^  (i)(n) = �� if '(i)(n) 6= � ^  (i)(n) 6= � 2Note that '$+ has a hiding e�ect if there are i and n such that '(i)(n) 6= � ^  (i)(n) 6= �,and that '$+  is equal to '+  , otherwise.Theorem 2 The total sum operation is weakly pulse-driven.Proof: The sum ('$+  )(i)(n) depends only on '(i)(n) and  (i)(n). 23 Privacy PreservationA stream processing function f 2 (N ! [M�])! (N ! [M�]) used to model a compo-nent is not only required to be strongly pulse-driven, but also to be privacy preserving.Firstly, privacy preservation guarantees that it accesses, depends on and forwards onlyports it already knows. Thus, privacy preservation characterizes the way a function gainsaccess to a port. Secondly, privacy preservation makes sure that a port is forgotten assoon as it is sent. This ensures the point-to-point invariant, namely that at any pointin time the same port is known to exactly one function. Thus, privacy preservation alsocharacterizes the way port access is lost. 5



3.1 Gaining Port AccessThe way port access is gained can be described with respect to Figure 1, as follows.Initially, each stream processing function reads from a designated set of input channelsI and writes on a designated set of output channels O. These two sets name the staticchannels or the initial wiring. We require that I \ O = ;. To make sure that channelscreated by the di�erent components in a network have di�erent names, each streamprocessing function is assigned a set of private names P . Obviously, this set should bedisjoint from the static interface. Thus we require that (I [O) \ P = ;.During the computation, the sets of accessible channels can grow. For example, if thefunction receives a read port ?i then it may read from the channel i, and if it receives awrite port !o then it may write on the channel o. Similarly, whenever the function sendsan output port !j, whose channel j 2 P it has created itself, it may later read what issent along j, or whenever it sends an input port ?p, whose channel p 2 P it has createditself, it may itself send messages along p which eventually are read by the componentwhich receives the input port.
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Figure 1.At any given point in time n and named input history �, by epI;O;P (�; f(�))(n) we denotethe set of accessible external ports of f and by ppI;O;P (�; f(�))(n) we denote the set ofprivate ports of f . When ambiguities do not occur we often refer to these sets as epand pp, respectively. For any set of ports S, S? and S! denote the subsets of input andoutput ports, respectively.3.2 Loosing Port AccessTo communicate in a point-to-point fashion a network of stream processing functions hasto maintain the following invariant: at any given point in time, each port is \known" toat most one function. This means that for any channel c, at any point in time only twofunctions may access c, namely the sender and the receiver.This point-to-point invariant is ensured by imposing local requirements on the behaviorof functions.Suppose f sends one of its external ports p 2 ep to some other function g (see Figure 2).If p =!o then both f and g have send access to o. Thus, f may interfere with g whichis not what we want. Interference can also be the result if p =?i because in that case6



both f and g may at some point in the future receive the same write port !o on i. Toavoid this risk of interference without loosing compositionality we have to restrict anyfunction to \forget" any port it sends along its output channels. Thus, with respect toour example, as soon as f forwards p, it can no longer take advantage of this port, i.e., pis deleted from ep.Note that a function may send the same port several times because it may gain access tothe same port several times. However, it may not send it more than once for each timeit gains access to it. For example, if a function f initially has access to a port p and fforwards this port, then f must postpone sending it again until it has regained access top by receiving p on one of its input ports.
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Figure 2.Private ports may become public and public ports may become private. A function fmay make a port p 2 pp public by sending it to some other function g. In that case bothp and ep2 are deleted from pp, ep is included in ep and p is "forgotten".A public port becomes private if some function f receives some port p whose complementep it already has in its set of public ports. After all, if f has both ports to a channel,then only f knows about this channel. Consequently, both p and ep should be added toits set of private ports pp and ~p should be deleted from its set of public ports ep.We have described how functions gain access to and forget ports, and also how publicports may become private and the other way around. These are all local constraints.Since the function runs in an open environment these constraints are of course notsu�cient unless the environment also plays the point-to-point game. After all, our localconstraints are of no help if the environment behaves arbitrary. One way to deal with thisproblem is to impose an environment assumption and only require privacy preservationwhen this assumption is ful�lled. However, since we are only interested in environmentswhich stick to the rules, we constrain our functions to ignore the input messages whichdo not respect the privacy restrictions.We now explain how these constraints are imposed formally. First of all, since a functioncan only send the same port once for each time it gains access to a port, we only have toconsider named communication histories in which the same port does not occur twice inthe same time unit. A named communication history � 2 N ! [M�] in which the sameport does not occur twice in the same time unit, i.e.,2Given a set of ports S � ?!N . Then S = N n S and eS = fep j p 2 Sg where e!i =?i and e?i =!i. Wealso regard �(i)(n), when conveniently, as a set. 7



8n; p; i; j : p 2 �(i)(n) ^ p 2 �(j)(n) ) i = jis said to be port-unique. We use the arrow u! to distinguish named communicationhistories satisfying this port uniqueness constraint.Port-unicity is preserved by the total sum if the two arguments never have an occurrenceof the same port within the same time unit. More precisely, let the operator prt collectthe ports occurring in a named communication history for each time nprt(�)(n) = fp 2 ?!N j 9i : p 2 �(i)(n)g.Then for ';  2 N u! [M�] such that for all n, prt(�)(n) \ prt(�)(n) = ;, it is the casethat '$+  2 N u! [M�].De�nition 4 (External and private ports) Given I; O; P; � and �. We de�neepI;O;P (�; �)(n) = epn; ppI;O;P (�; �)(n) = ppnwhere epn and ppn are given below.ep1 = ?I [ !O; pp1 = ?!P;epn+1 = (epn [ rn [ gn) n (sn [ hn); ppn+1 = (ppn [ hn) n (sn [ fsn);wherern = S?i2epnfp j p 2 ppn [ epn \ �(i)(n)g; hn = fp; ep j p 2 rn ^ ep 2 epng;sn = S!i2epnfp j p 2 (ppn [ epn) \ �(i)(n)g; gn = fep j p 2 sn ^ p 2 ppngThe sets rn; sn; gn and hn are the sets of received, sent, generated and to-be-hidden ports.2Let domI;O;P (�; f(�)) be the named input communication history actually read by f andrngI;O;P (�; f(�)) be the named output communication history which should be producedby f . The restricting functions dom and rng which are imposed to � and f(�) are de�nedbelow.De�nition 5 (Domain and range) Given I; O; P; � and �. Let epn = epI;O;P (�; �)(n)and ppn = epI;O;P (�; �)(n). ThendomI;O;P (�; �)(i)(n) = ( (ppn [ epn [D) c �(i)(n) if ?i 2 epn� otherwiserngI;O;P (�; �)(i)(n) = ( (ppn [ epn [D) c �(i)(n) if !i 2 epn� otherwise 2Theorem 3 The functions dom and rng are weakly pulse-driven.Proof sketch: domI;O;P (�; �)(n), rngI;O;P (�; �)(n) depend only on �#n and �#n. 28



Theorem 4 The functions dom and rng have the following properties:domI;O;P (�; �) = domI;O;P (domI;O;P (�; �); �) = domI;O;P (�; rngI;O;P (�; �));rngI;O;P (�; �) = rngI;O;P (domI;O;P (�; �); �) = rngI;O;P (�; rngI;O;P (�; �)):Proof sketch: By induction on the recursive de�nition of domI;O;P and rngI;O;P . 2De�nition 6 (Privacy preserving) A function f 2 (N ! [M�]) ! (N ! [M�]) iscalled privacy preserving with respect to the initial wiring (I; O) and the private namesP i�:8� : f(�) = f(domI;O;P (�; f(�))) = rngI;O;P (�; f(�)): 2De�nition 7 (Mobile functions) A function f 2 (N u! [N�])! (N u! [N�]) is saidto be mobile with respect to (I; O; P ), where I \ O = P \ (I [ O) = ;, if it is stronglypulse-driven and privacy preserving. We use the arrow I;O;P+ to distinguish functions thatare mobile with respect to (I; O; P ) from other functions. 24 Mobile ComponentsWe model a nondeterministic component by a set of mobile functions F . Any pair(�; f(�)), where f 2 F , is a possible behavior of the component. Intuitively, for each inputhistory each mobile function f 2 F represents one possible nondeterministic behavior.Di�erent sets of mobile functions may have the same set of behaviors. The reason isthat for some sets of mobile functions we may �nd additional mobile functions whichcan be understood as combinations of the functions already in the set. For example,we may �nd a mobile function g which for one input history behaves as the functionf 2 F and for an other input history behaves as the function f 0 2 F , and so on. Thismeans, a model in which a nondeterministic component is represented by an arbitraryset of mobile functions, is too distinguishing, and consequently, not fully abstract. Toachieve full abstraction we consider only closed sets, i.e. sets F , where each combinationof functions in F , which gives a mobile function, is also in F .De�nition 8 (Mobile components) A mobile component, with initial wiring (I; O)and private names P , where P \ (I [ O) = ;, is modeled by a nonempty set of mobilefunctionsF � (N u! [M�]) I;O;P+ (N u! [M�])that is closed in the sense that for any mobile function f of the same signature(8� 2 (N ! [M�]) : 9f 0 2 F : f(�) = f 0(�))) f 2 F: 29
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Figure 3.De�nition 9 (Point-to-point composition) Given two mobile components:F1 � (N u! [M�]) I1;O1;P1+ (N u! [M�]); F2 � (N u! [M�]) I2;O2;P2+ (N u! [M�])such that I1 \ O1 = I2 \ O2 = I1 \ I2 = O1 \ O2 = ;;P1 \ (I2 [ O2 [ P2) = P2 \ (I1 [ O1 [ P1) = ;. The composition of F1 and F2 givesa network whose static structure is characterized by Figure 3. It is formally de�ned asfollows:I = (I1 nO2) [ (I2 nO1); O = (O1 n I2) [ (O2 n I1);IO = (I1 \O2) [ (I2 \O1); P = P1 [ P2 [ IOF1 
 F2 = ff 2 (N u! [M�]) I;O;P+ (N u! [M�]) j 8� : 9f1 2 F1; f2 2 F2 :f(�) = rngI;O;P (�; '+  ) where' = f1(#+  );  = f2(# + '); # = domI;O;P (�; '+  )g 2Note the role of domI;O;P and rngI;O;P in maintaining privacy. If F1 sends a private port!o on a feedback channel, then only F2 should send along o and only F1 should receiveon o. F1 can receive on o because domI1;O1;P1 is automatically enlarged with o. OnlyF1 can receive on o because rngI;O;P automatically hides what F2 sends along o. F2 cansend along o because rngI2;O2;P2 is automatically enlarged with o. Only F2 can inuenceF1 on o because domI;O;P automatically hides what the environment sends along o.Similarly, if F1 sends a private port ?i on a feedback channel, then only F2 shouldreceive on i and only F1 should send along i. F2 can receive on i because domI2;O2;P2 isautomatically enlarged with i. Only F2 can receive on i because rngI;O;P automaticallyhides what F1 sends along i. F1 can send along i because rngI1;O1;P1 is automaticallyenlarged with i. Only F1 can inuence F2 on i because domI;O;P automatically hideswhat the environment sends along i.Theorem 5 F1 
 F2 is a mobile component.Proof: See appendix. 210



6 Communication CentralAs an example we specify a communication central (see Figure 4). Its task is to build upconnections between station1 to stationn. Each stationk is connected to the central withan output channel ok and an input channel ik. These are the initial \wires". Along theiroutput channel o, the stations can send ports to be connected (both read and write) tothe central which according to an internal prophecy distributes them to the other stations.Let !c be a write port sent by station1 to the central, which forwards it to station2. Thenstation2 can send along the channel c and station1 can receive on the channel c. Hence,these two stations are dynamically connected.
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Figure 4.In order to specify the central, let us introduce two basic operators. The �rst operatoris a �ltration operator for tuples of streams. For any set of n-tuples of messages A andn-tuple of streams s by A cs we denote the result of truncating each stream in s at thelength of the shortest stream in s, and selecting or deleting sj depending on whether sjis in A or not. By sj we denote the tuple of messages whose kth component is equal tothe jth message of the kth component stream of s. For example,f(a; a)g c(ha; b; a; b; a; b; ai; ha; a; ai) = (ha; ai; ha; ai):The second operator is a time abstraction operator: for any named communication history�, � denotes the result of removing all time information in �. For any i, this is achieved byconcatenating all the �nite streams in �(i) into one stream3. Thus each communicationhistory consisting of in�nitely many �nite streams of messages is replaced by the resultof concatenating its �nite streams into one stream of messages. As a result the timinginformation is abstracted away.central def= ff 2 (N u! [M�]) fo1;:::;ong;fi1;:::;ing;;+ (N u! [M�]) j 8� : R(�; f(�))g;whereR(�; �) def= 9p in; p out 2 [f1; :::; ng]; 9int buf 2M! : 8j 2 [1::n] :�(oj) = (M � fjg) c(int buf; p in)^�(ij) = (M � fjg) c(int buf; p out):Note that this speci�cation does not say anything about the timing of the output. Theexistentially quanti�ed variable int buf can be understood as an internal bu�er in which3Do not confuse the time abstraction operator with set di�erence.11



the input messages are placed in accordance with the oracle p in. The other oracle p outcharacterizes the way these messages are distributed to the stations.7 DiscussionWe have had several sources of inspiration. First of all, the modeling of nondeterministicnetworks is inspired by the semantic models for static nondeterministic networks [Par83],[Kok87], [Bro87]. Park models components by sets of functions in the same way as wedo. However, he models time with time ticks p and his functions are de�ned also for�nite streams. Moreover, in�nite streams are not required to have in�nitely many ticks.Kok models nondeterministic components by functions mapping communication historiesto sets of communication histories. We use instead a closed set of deterministic pulse-driven functions. This allows us to model unbounded nondeterminism without havingto introduce a more complex metric. [Bro87] employs sets of functions as we do, butthese functions work on untimed �nite and in�nite streams. This makes the model moreabstract, but at the same time more complex with respect to its theoretical basis. Theformulation of pulse-drivenness has been taken from [Bro95a], and the use of namedcommunication histories is based on [BD92].Our ideas on mobility have also had several sources. [Bro95b] and [Gro94] give anequational characterization of dynamic recon�guration. [Gro94] also presents a semanticmodel for mobile, deterministic networks. However, that model is higher-order andmobility is achieved by communicating channels and functions instead of ports.The idea of communicating names (ports) was inspired by [MPW92a, MPW92b]. Theaction structures [Mil92] are also related to our model. The idea of associating anaccess right with each channel in order to control interference was taken from [SKL90].The semantic model of [SRP91] has also some similarities to our model. However, theintentions are complementary. [SRP91] aims at generality. We, on the other hand,have developed a particular model based on traditional stream processing functions.In [SRP91] inconsistencies can only be avoided by syntactic constraints. In our modelinconsistencies cannot occur.References[AdBKR89] P. America, J. de Bakker, J. N. Kok, and J. Rutten. Denotational semantics ofa parallel object-oriented language. Information and Computation, 83:152{205,1989.[AMST92] G. Agha, I. A. Mason, S. F. Smith, and C. L. Talcott. Towards a theory of actorcomputation. In Proc. CONCUR'92, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 630,pages 565{579, 1992. 12
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De�nition 10 (The metric of in�nite streams) The metric of in�nite streams([E]; d) over a discrete metric (E; �) is de�ned as follows:[E] = Qi2N Ed(s; t) = inff2�j j s#j = t#jg 2This metric is also known as the Baire metric [Eng77].Theorem 6 The metric space of streams ([E]; d) is complete.Proof sketch: See for example [Eng77]. 2A named stream tuple is a mapping � 2 (I ! [E]) from a set of names to in�nite streams.# is overloaded to named stream tuples in a point-wise style, i.e. �#j denotes the resultof applying #j to each component of �.De�nition 11 (The metric of named stream tuples) The metric of named streamtuples (I ! [E]; d) with names in I and elements in (E; �) is de�ned as follows:I ! [E] is the set of functions from the countable set I to the metric [E];d(s; t) = inff2�j j s#j = t#jg 2Theorem 7 The metric space of named stream tuples (I ! [E]; d) is complete.Proof sketch: This metric is equivalent to the Cartesian product metric Qi2I [E] whichis complete because [E] is [Eng77]. 2B Metric Space De�nitionsB.1 Metric Space BasicsThe fundamental concept in metric spaces is the concept of distance.De�nition 12 (Metric Space) A metric space is a pair (D; d) consisting of a nonemptyset D and a mapping d 2 D�D ! R, called a metric or distance, which has the followingproperties:(1) 8x; y 2 D : d(x; y) = 0 , x = y(2) 8x; y 2 D : d(x; y) = d(y; x)(3) 8x; y; z 2 D : d(x; y) � d(x; z) + d(z; y) 215



A very simple example of a metric is the discrete metric.De�nition 13 (The discrete metric) The discrete metric (D; d) over a set D is de-�ned as follows:d(x; y) = ( 0 if x = y1 if x 6= y 2Measuring the distance between the elements of a sequence (xi)i2N in D we obtain thefamiliar de�nitions for convergence and limits.De�nition 14 (Convergence and limits) Let (D; d) be a metric space and let (xi)i2Nbe a sequence in D.(1) We say that (xi)i2N is a Cauchy sequence whenever we have:8� > 0 : 9N 2 N : 8n;m > N : d(xn; xm) < �.(2) We say that (xi)i2N converges to x 2 D denoted by x = limn!1xi and call x thelimit of (xi)i2N whenever we have:8� > 0 : 9N 2 N : 8n > N : d(xn; x) < �.(3) The metric space (D; d) is called complete whenever each Cauchy sequence convergesto an element of D. 2Theorem 8 The discrete metric is complete.Proof sketch: Each Cauchy sequence is constant from a given N . 2A very important class of functions over metric spaces is the class of Lipschitz functions.De�nition 15 (Lipschitz functions) Let (D1; d1) and (D2; d2) be metric spaces andlet f 2 D1 ! D2 be a function. We call f Lipschitz function with constant c if there isa constant c � 0 such that the following condition is satis�ed:d(f(x); f(y)) � c � d(x; y)For a function f with arity n the above condition generalizes to:d(f(x1; : : : ; xn); f(y1; : : : ; yn)) � c �maxfd(xi; yi) j i 2 [1::n]gIf c = 1 we call f non-expansive. If c < 1 we call f contractive. 2Theorem 9 The composition of two Lipschitz functions f 2 D1 ! D2 and g 2 D2 ! D3is a Lipschitz function with constant c1 � c2.16



Proof sketch: d(g(f(x1)); g(f(x2)) � c2 � d(f(x1); f(x2)) � c2 � c1 � d(x1; x2) 2Lemma 1 The composition of a contractive and a non-expansive function is contrac-tive. The composition of two non-expansive functions is non-expansive. Identity is non-expansive. 2The main tool for handling recursion in metric spaces is the Banach's �x-point theorem.It guarantees the existence of a unique �x-point for every contractive function.Theorem 10 (Banach's �x-point theorem) Let (D; d) be a complete metric spaceand f 2 D ! D a contractive function. Then there exists an x 2 D, such that thefollowing holds:(1) x = f(x) (x is a �x-point of f)(2) 8y 2 D : y = f(y)) y = x (x is unique)(3) 8z 2 D : x = limn!1fn(z) wheref 0(z) = zfn+1(z) = f(fn(z))Proof sketch: See [Eng77] or [Sut75]. 2Usually we want to use a parameterized version of this theorem.De�nition 16 (Parameterized �x-point) Let f 2 D � D1 � : : : � Dn ! D be afunction of non-empty complete metric spaces that is contractive in its �rst argument.We de�ne the parameterized �x-point function �f as follows:(�f) 2 D1 � : : :�Dn ! D(�f)(y1; : : : ; yn) = xwhere x is the unique element of D such that x = f(x; y1; : : : ; yn) as guaranteed byBanach's �x-point theorem. 2Theorem 11 If f is contractive (non-expansive) so is �f .Proof sketch: See for example [MPS86] pages 114{115. 2C Full AbstractionThe context free syntax of a data-ow network is given bynet ::= n j net� net 17



where n is a basic component. Network terms de�ned in this way are also called roughterms, because they do not contain information about their syntactic interface (I; O; P ).By adding this interface information and the formation constraints of Section 5, weobtain the context sensitive syntax.A context C(:) :: (N u! [M�]) I;O;P+ (N u! [M�]) is a network with exactly one hole oftype (N u! [M�]) I;O;P+ (N u! [M�]). A network of this type is allowed to be substitutedfor the hole.Given that each basic component can be understood as a mobile component as de�nedabove, then the semantics of a network expression follows straightforwardly from thede�nition in Section 5. Let us denote this semantics by D. We de�ne the observationsemantics of a network as the corresponding input/output behavior:O[n] = f(x; y) j 9f 2 D[n] : y = f(x)gNow, we de�ne full abstraction as in [Jon89].De�nition 17 (Full abstraction) The model D is said to be fully abstract with respectto O if for all networks n;m :: (N u! [M�]) I;O;P+ (N u! [M�])(1) D[n] = D[m] ) O[n] = O[n] fD is more distinguishingg(2) 8C(:) : D[n] = D[m] ) D[C(n)] = D[C(m)] fD is compositionalg(3) D[n] 6= D[m] ) 9C(:) : O[C(n)] 6= O[C(m)] 2Theorem 12 D is fully abstract with respect to O.Proof sketch: Property (1) follows from the de�nition of O. Property (2) follows byconstruction. To prove Property (3), suppose D[n] 6= D[m]. This means, there is an fwhich is contained in the �rst set, but not in the second. Since D[m] is closed, there isa � such that 8g 2 D[m] : f(�) 6= g(�). Otherwise, closedness would require that f isalso in D[m]. As a consequence (�; f(�)) 62 O[m]. Hence, O[n] 6= O[m] 2Note that the full abstractness property is lost if the components are not required to beclosed.D ProofWe now prove that F1 
 F2 is a mobile component. The proof is split into several steps.LetF1
̂F2 = ff 2 (N ! [M�]) + (N ! [M�]) j 8� : 9f1 2 F1; f2 2 F2 :f(�) = rngI;O;P (�; '$+  ) where' = f1(#$+  );  = f2(#$+ '); # = domI;O;P (�; '$+  )g18



Lemma 1 F1
̂F2 6= ;.Proof: Since F1 and F2 are mobile components we may �nd functions f1; f2 such thatf1 2 F1 and f2 2 F2. Based on these functions we construct a function f which isstrongly pulse-driven, generic and satis�es the recursive de�nition above.Letg 2 ((N ! [M�])� (N ! [M�]))� (N ! [M�])! (N ! [M�])� (N ! [M�])g((';  ); �) = (f1(#$+  ); f2(#$+ ')) where # = domI;O;P (�; '$+  ):Theorem 9 (in the appendix) and the way g is de�ned in terms of strongly and weaklypulse-driven functions imply that g is strongly pulse-driven. Thus � g is well-de�ned, inwhich case Theorem 11 (in the appendix) implies that � g is strongly pulse-driven. Letf 2 (N ! [M�])! (N ! [M�])f(�) = rngI;O;P (�; '$+  ) where (';  ) = (� g)(�):Theorem 9 and the way f is de�ned in terms of strongly and weakly pulse-driven functionsimply that f is strongly pulse-driven.Finally, since 9f1; f2 : 8� : P implies 8� : 9f1; f2 : P it follows that f 2 F1
̂F2. 2Lemma 2 F1
̂F2 is generic.Proof: That f is generic is a consequence of the next two propositions.Proposition 1 f(�) = f(domI;O;P (�; f(�))).Proof: First, note that f(�) = f(domI;O;P (�; '$+  )) becauserngI;O;P (�; '$+  ) = rngI;O;P (domI;O;P (�; '$+  ); '$+  ) fby Theorem 4g# = domI;O;P (�; '$+  ) = domI;O;P (domI;O;P (�; '$+  ); '$+  ) fby Theorem 4.gNowf(domI;O;P (�; f(�))) =f(domI;O;P (�; rngI;O;P (�; '$+  ))) = fby de�nition of fgf(domI;O;P (�; '$+  )) = fby Theorem 4gf(�) fby above remarkg 2Proposition 2 f(�) = rngI;O;P (�; f(�)).Proof:rngI;O;P (�; f(�)) =rngI;O;P (�; rngI;O;P (�; '$+  )) = fby de�nition of fgrngI;O;P (�; '$+  ) = fby Theorem 4gf(�) fby de�nition of fg 2 22Lemma 3 If � 2 N u! [M�] then $+ can be replaced by + in the de�nition of 
̂. More-over '$+  ; #$+  ; #$+ ' 2 N u! [M�]. 19



Proof: Letep1n = epI1;O1;P1(#$+  ; ')(n); pp1n = ppI1;O1;P1(#$+  ; ')(n);ep2n = epI2;O2;P2(#$+ ';  )(n); pp2n = ppI2;O2;P2(#$+ ';  )(n);epn = epI;O;P (�; '$+  )(n); ppn = ppI;O;P (�; '$+  )(n):Proposition 3 If � 2 N u! [M�] then ';  ; #$+  ; #$+ ' 2 N u! [M�] and for all nep1n \ pp1n = ep2n \ pp2n = epn \ ppn = ;(pp1n [ ep1n) \ (pp2n [ ep2n) = ;;epn = (ep1n ngep2n) [ (ep2n ngep1n)ppn = (ep1n \gep2n) [ (ep2n \gep1n) [ pp1n [ pp2nProof: Supose the above equalities are our induction hypothesis.Base case:pp11 = ?!P1; pp21 = ?!P2; pp1 = ?!(P1 [ P2 [ IO);ep11 = ?I1 [ !O1; ep21 = ?I2 [ !O2; ep1 = ?I [ !O;gep11 = !I1 [ ?O1; gep21 = !I2 [ ?O2:These values clearly satisfy the above equations for n = 1. Together with the port-unicitypreserving property of f1 and f2 they also assure the port unicity of ';  ; #$+  ; #$+ 'and '$+  for n = 1.Induction step: Expanding the de�nitions of ep and pp we obtainep1n+1 = (ep1n [ r1n [ g1n) n (s1n [ h1n); pp1n+1 = (pp1n [ h1n) n (s1n [ fs1n);ep2n+1 = (ep2n [ r2n [ g2n) n (s2n [ h2n); pp2n+1 = (pp2n [ h2n) n (s2n [ fs2n);epn+1 = (epn [ rn [ gn) n (sn [ hn); ppn+1 = (ppn [ hn) n (sn [ fsn)wherer1n = S?i2ep1nfc j c 2 pp1n [ ep1n \ (#$+  )(i)(n)g; h1n = fc; ec j c 2 r1n ^ ec 2 ep1ngr2n = S?i2ep2nfc j c 2 pp2n [ ep2n \ (#$+ ')(i)(n)g; h2n = fc; ec j c 2 r2n ^ ec 2 ep2ngrn = S?i2epnfc j c 2 ppn [ epn \ �(i)(n)g; hn = fc; ec j c 2 rn ^ ec 2 epngs1n = S!i2ep1nfc j c 2 (pp1n [ ep1n) \ '(i)(n)g); g1n = fec j c 2 s1n ^ c 2 pp1ngs2n = S!i2ep2nfc j c 2 (pp2n [ ep2n) \  (i)(n)g; g2n = fec j c 2 s2n ^ c 2 pp2ngsn = S!i2epnfc j c 2 (ppn [ epn) \ ('$+  )(i)(n)g; gn = fec j c 2 sn ^ c 2 ppngWe do now a case analysis which corresponds to each term of the above expressions.1. External Input: ?i 2 ep1n \ epnBy the induction hypothesis ?i 62 gep2n. As a consequence (#$+ )(i)(n) = #(i)(n). Supposec 2 #(i)(n). Clearly c 2 epn [ ppn. There are two cases ec 62 ep1n and ec 2 ep1n:ec 62 ep1nc 2 r1n; fby de�nitiongc 62 h1n; fby de�nitiongc 62 s1n; f(ep1n [ pp1n) \ epn [ ppn = ;g20



Hence c 2 ep1n+1 and c 62 pp1n+1.c 62 ep2n; fep2n \ epn [ ppn = ;gc 62 r2n; fu(�); (ep1n [ pp1n) \ epn [ ppn = ;gc 62 s2n; f(ep2n [ pp2n) \ epn [ ppn = ;gHence c 62 ep2n+1 and c 62 pp2n+1.c 2 rn; fby de�nitiongc 62 hn; fa: ec 62 ep2ngc 2 hn; fb: ec 2 ep2ngc 62 sn; f(epn [ ppn) \ epn [ ppn = ;gHence c 2 epn+1 and c 62 ppn+1 in case a and c 62 epn+1 and c 2 ppn+1 in case b.ec 2 ep1nc 2 r1n fby de�nitiongc 2 h1n fby de�nitiongc 62 s1n f(ep1n [ pp1n) \ epn [ ppn = ;gHence c 62 ep1n+1 and c 2 pp1n+1. For f2 nothing changes. Hence c 62 ep2n+1 and c 62 pp2n+1.c 2 rn fby de�nitiongc 2 hn fby de�nitiongc 62 s1n f(epn [ ppn) \ epn [ ppn = ;gHence c 62 epn+1 and c 2 ppn+1.In both cases all the above equations are satis�ed. Moreover, the port-unicity of #$+  and #$+ ' at time n, and the port-unicity preserving property of f1 and f2 implies theport-unicity of ' and  at time n+ 1. Then the above disjointness equations imply theunicity of #$+  , #$+ ' and '$+  at time n+ 1.2. Internal Input: ?i 2 ep1n \gep2nBy induction hypothesis ?i 62 epn. Hence (#$+  )(i)(n) =  (i)(n). Suppose c 2  (i)(n).Then there are two disjoint cases: c 2 ep2n or c 2 pp2n.c 2 ep2nc 2 r1n; fby de�nitiongc 62 h1n fa: ec 62 ep1ngc 2 h1n fb: ec 2 ep1ngc 62 s1n; f(ep1n [ pp1n) \ ep2n = ;gHence c 2 ep1n+1 and c 62 pp1n+1 in case a or c 62 ep1n+1 and c 2 pp1n+1 in case b.c 62 r2n; fep2n \ (ep1n [ pp1n) = ep2n \ epn [ ppn = ;gc 2 s2n; fby de�nitiongc 62 g2n; fep2n \ pp2n = ;gHence c 62 ep2n+1 and c 62 pp2n+1. 21



c 2 epn ^ c 62 ppn; fa: ec 62 ep1ngc 62 epn ^ c 2 ppn fb: ec 2 ep1ngc 62 rn; fep2n \ epn [ ppn = ;gc 62 sn; fu( ); (ep1n [ pp1n) \ ep2n = ;gHence c 2 epn+1 and c 62 ppn+1 in case a or c 62 epn+1 and c 2 ppn+1 in case b.c 2 pp2nc 2 r1n; fby de�nitiongc 62 h1n fc; ec 62 ep1ngc 62 s1n; f(ep1n [ pp1n) \ pp2n = ;gHence c 2 ep1n+1 and c 62 pp1n+1.c 62 r2n; fpp2n \ (ep1n [ pp1n) = pp2n \ epn [ ppn = ;gc 2 s2n; fby de�nitiongec 2 g2n; fby de�nitiongHence c 62 ep2n+1 and c 62 pp2n+1 and ec 2 ep2n.c 62 epn fpp2n \ epn = ;gc 2 ppn finduction hypothesisgc 62 rn; fpp2n \ epn [ ppn = ;gc 62 sn; fu( ); (ep1n [ pp1n) \ pp2n = ;gHence c 62 epn+1 and c 2 ppn+1.It is easy to show that all the above equations hold. Moreover, a similar argument asbefore, proves the port-unicity.3. External Output: !i 2 ep1n \ epnBy the induction hypothesis !i 62 gep2n. The only interesting case is if c 2 '(i)(n) is privateand its complement is not sent, i.e., if c 2 pp1n and ec 62 '(i)(n).c 2 s1n; fby de�nitiongec 2 g1n; fby de�nitiongHence ec 2 ep1n+1 and c; ec 62 pp1n+1.c 62 ep2n fpp1n \ ep2n = ;gc; ec 62 r2n; fu('); pp1n \ epn [ ppn = ;gc; ec 62 s2n; fpp1n \ (ep2n [ pp2n) = ;gHence c; ec 62 ep2n+1 and c; ec 62 pp2n+1.c 2 sn; fby de�nitiongec 2 gn; fby de�nitiongHence ec 2 epn+1 and c; ec 62 ppn+1.It is easy to show that all the above equations hold. Moreover, a similar argument asbefore, proves the port-unicity. 22



4. Internal Output: !i 2 ep1n \gep2nBy the induction hypothesis !i 62 epn. The only interesting case is if c 2 '(i)(n) is privateand its complement is not sent, i.e., if c 2 pp1n and ec 62 '(i)(n).c 2 s1n; fby de�nitiongec 2 g1n; fby de�nitiongHence ec 2 ep1n+1, c 62 ep1n+1 and c; ec 62 pp1n+1.c 2 r2n; fby de�nitiongec 62 r2n; fu('); pp1n \ epn [ ppn = ;gec 62 s2n; fpp1n \ (ep2n [ pp2n) = ;gHence c 2 ep2n+1, ec 62 ep2n+1 and c; ec 62 pp2n+1.c 62 epn fpp1n \ epn = ;gc 2 ppn finduction hypothesisgc 62 rn; fpp1n \ epn [ ppn = ;gc 62 sn; fu( ); (ep2n [ pp2n) \ pp1n = ;gHence c 62 epn+1 and c 2 ppn+1.It is easy to show that all the above equations hold. Moreover, a similar argumentas before, proves the port-unicity. This also completes all the cases for f1. A similarargument applies for f2. 2As a consequence of the above proposition, #; ' and  have disjoint domains, are portunique and contain disjoint sets of ports. Consequently, the total sums #$+  ; #$+' and'$+  are port unique and#$+  = # +  ; #$+ ' = #+ '; '$+  = '+  2Lemma 4 F1 
 F2 is closed.Proof: To see that F1 
 F2 is closed, let f 2 (N u! [M�]) I;O;P+ (N u! [M�]), andassume that8� : 9f 0 2 F1 
 F2 : f(�) = f 0(�):The de�nition of 
 implies that for any � there are f1 2 F1, f2 2 F2 such that:f(�) = rngI;O;P (�; '+  ) where' = f1(#+  );  = f2(#+ '); # = domI;O;P (�; '+  )By the de�nition of 
, it follows that f 2 F1 
 F2. 2As a consequence of the above lemmas F1 
 F2 is a mobile component.Theorem 13 F1 
 F2 � (N u! [M�]) I;O;P+ (N u! [M�]) is a mobile component.Proof: A consequence of Lemmas 1, 4, 2 and 3. 223
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